IQV12 Polisher/Sander
G1621

Get the right job done right.
Ingersoll Rand G1621 IQV12 Polisher/Sander
The Ingersoll Rand G1621 IQV12 Polisher/Sander is a multi-purpose surface prep and finish tool equipped
with a 2-speed gearbox and 2" (50 mm) and 3" (75 mm) backing pads to give you maximum versatility.
Whether you’re sanding brake rotors, removing gaskets, polishing bumpers or restoring headlights, the
12V multi-tool can go where no cordless polisher/sander has gone before. The quick-change spindle-lock
eliminates the need for additional tools so you can get REAL WORK done fast and easy.

Sanding

Polishing

Grinding

Buffing

Tool Features
VERSATILITY
Equipped with a 2-speed gearbox, quickchange spindle lock, r2.0 batteries and a
variable-speed switch, the Ingersoll Rand
G1621 is the 12 volt cordless polisher/sander
you never knew you needed. With just the
click of a button, you can get each job done
right without sacrificing any time.

ACCESSIBILITY
Go where no cordless polisher/sander has ever
gone before. The G1621’s size allows for use in
the tightest spaces and can even reach those
next-to-impossible spots, so you can perform
even the most detailed detail work.

DURABILITY
The impact and chemical resistant housing protects
against repeated drops and exposure to shop fluids
so you know it will always be there when you need it.
Equipped with a limited-lifetime warranty and built
to last, you know you can always count on the G1621
to be trusted time and time again. And again.

COMFORT
Ergonomic grip for all day use and patentpending soft mount system reduces vibration,
cutting down the force and impact on your hand.
Significantly lower noise levels compared to
the pneumatic alternatives make ear plugs now
optional in the workplace.

Specs
IQ v12 Series Polisher/Sander

Tool & Battery

Model

CCN

Battery

Voltage
DC

G1621

47542795001

BL1203

12

No-Load Speed (RPM)
High

Low

7600

2200

Sanding Disc Polishing Disc
Diameter
Diameter

2" (50 mm)
and
3" (75 mm)

Vibration(1)
m/s²/K

Sound
Pressure
dB(A)

Weight
(kg)

LxWxH
(mm)

3.0/0.8

67

1.3

144 x 73 x 210

3"
(75 mm)

(1) ISO28927 – 3-axis measurement: vibration level/measurement uncertainty.”

The G1621 Purchasing Options
A

C

B

D

Item No.

CCN

Kit Details

G1621

47542795001

tool, accessory kit

G1621EU—K2

47540140001

(2) BL1203 batteries, tool,
charger, accessory kit

Accessory kits – G1000-Kit-Pad CCN: 47544526001

A 2 foam pads

B 1 wool pad

& 2" sanding backing
C 3"
pads

3" hook & loop polishing
D backing pad
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